Cloud as an
engine of growth
You can count on it.

An IDG Research survey shows clearly that most businesses have
strong ambitions to grow with new product development and
increase channels to market. And when asked what it will take to
make this growth happen, many organizations and IT leaders point
to the vast attributes and benefits of cloud. Behind this cloud
movement is a firm belief that cloud business applications will
boost the speed of service delivery and time to market of growthproducing products and services.

Business ramps up for serious growth ahead

75%
of organizations polled plan
to grow and develop new
products in the year ahead

45%

%
55

plan to open new
remote offices

say they’ll leverage new
channels to market

These expansion plans are applying
unprecedented pressure on IT staffs

%
65

%
64

cite challenges
in securing,
specialized IT
skills and staff

are concerned with
keeping up with
complex, dynamic
compliance
requirements

73 %
expect great challenges in trying to
standardize technology and processes
across different locations

Business turns to the cloud as a growth enabler
According to an IDG survey of
senior IT decision makers...

73%

believe cloud will change
the way new services are
delivered and consumed

%
73

say cloud will increase
speed of service delivery

82%

say cloud will enable new and
efficient ways to reach customers

Make the cloud work for your industry

$2.8 billion
privately held cloud suite applications leader

13,000

73,000+

employees

customers worldwide

800

100%

new engineers hired
in last 12 months

OpenStack commitment
and vertical market focus
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Infor is the Industry Cloud Company
Our 40+ cloud applications, 2,600 cloud customers,
25 million users, 10 years of experience, and strong
partnership with Amazon Web Services make us a world
leader in simplifying our customers’ enterprise software
challenges with Infor CloudSuite™.
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